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Course Objectives
By participating in this session, you should be able to:
• Explain how the new partnership audit rules are different
from the current rules
• Identify actions taxpayers will be required to take on their
2018 tax returns
• Identify steps that can be taken now to prepare for the
new rules
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Course Agenda
• Overview of the new partnership audit regime
• What can partnerships do now to better position themselves
to face an audit under the new regime?
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Overview
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Polling Question #1
My familiarity with the new partnership audit regime is best described as:
A. What’s a partnership audit regime?
B. I’ve heard about the new rules, but haven’t really focused on what
they do
C. I have a working knowledge of the basics, but would like to know
more
D. I have a strong understanding of the new rules and how they work
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General Rules of BBA
• BBA is generally effective for partnership taxable years beginning after
December 31, 2017
• Audits are conducted at the partnership level
• The partnership must pay the imputed underpayment (IU) unless it
elects to “push out” the adjustments to the reviewed year partners
• Partnerships must select an eligible PR who has the sole authority to
act on behalf of the partnership for purposes of BBA
• Partners must treat items consistently with the partnership return
unless they attach a notice of the inconsistency to their return
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Terminology
• Adjustment year
• Partnership taxable year in which
• A court decision is final
• An AAR is filed
• In all other cases, a notice of final partnership
adjustment (FPA) is mailed
• Reviewed year
• Partnership taxable year under audit
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Terminology
• Imputed underpayment (or IU)
• Tax a partnership owes after taking into account
adjustments
• The IU is generally calculated as follows:
• Total of appropriately netted partnership
adjustments x highest reviewed year tax rate
• PLUS adjustments to credits and creditable
expenditures
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Election Out of BBA
• Partnerships with 100 or fewer eligible partners can elect out of BBA
• Eligible partners
• Non-pass-through partners, except S corporations and estate of
deceased partner permitted
• Disregarded entities and nominees are treated as pass-throughs
for this purpose
• Determining the number of partners
• Based on the number of Schedules K-1 required to be filed
• S corporations: Count the S corporation as one partner and each
Schedule K-1 the S corporation is required to file as one partner
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Eligible Partnership Example
P1 is not an eligible partnership
B

• P2 and P3 are not eligible partners because
they are partnerships
• LLC is not an eligible partner because it is a
disregarded entity.
P2 is an eligible partnership

P3
C1
(C Corp)

A

• A is an eligible partner because it is an
individual
• C1 is an eligible partner because it is a C
corporation

C2
(C Corp)
P2

P3 is not an eligible partnership
• B is an eligible partner because it is an
individual

Trust

P1

LLC
(DRE)

• Trust is not an eligible partner because it is a
trust
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How To Elect Out of BBA
• Annual election made on a timely filed partnership return (including extension)
• The partnership must notify each partner within 30 days of making the election
• Consequences of an election out
• Each partner is separately subject to audit under deficiency procedures
• Potential for many suits, different courts, different treatment
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Polling Question #2
For purposes of determining whether a partnership is required to
file 100 or fewer Schedules K-1:
A. A Schedule K-1 required to be filed for an S corporation
partner is counted
B. All Schedules K-1 required to be filed by an S corporation
that receives a Schedule K-1 from the partnership are
counted
C. No Schedules K-1 required to be filed for an S corporation
partner are counted
D. Both A and B
E. None of the above
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Partnership Representative
• Every BBA partnership must designate a PR for each year on its return
• The IRS can designate a PR if partnership fails to do so
• A PR may be any person with a substantial presence in the U.S.,
which means the person must:
• Have a US street address and phone number
• Have a US TIN
• Be reasonably available to meet/talk with the IRS
• If an entity is designated as a PR, a Designated Individual (DI) who
meets the substantial presence test and who can act on behalf of the
PR must be appointed
• The IRS will only accept changes of PR after it mails the notice of
selection for examination or notice of administrative proceeding (NAP)
or with an administrative adjustment request
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Authority of PR
• The PR has the sole authority to bind the partnership and partners for
purposes of BBA
• Partners have no right to participate in the partnership administrative or
judicial proceeding
• Partnership and partner recourse with respect to the actions of the PR would
be based on state law, the partnership agreement, or an agreement with the
partnership
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Polling Question #3
A partnership representative can be which of the following?
A. An individual only
B. An individual or entity, so long as the person is a partner in
the partnership
C. Any person that has a substantial presence in the U.S.
D. Any individual or entity that has a business relationship with
the partnership
E. Any U.S. citizen or domestic corporation
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BBA Audit Process
Where is Appeals?

2018 Form
1065

filed
3/15/2019

2018 Form 1065
selected for audit

Notice of
Selection for
Examination
• Issued only to the
partnership
• Partnership can
revoke PR
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During this period:
• Work with the agent to
determine scope of issues
• Opportunity to provide info
about partners informally
• Get/respond to IDRs

Notice of
Administrative
Proceeding
(NAP)
• Can’t file AAR
after receipt
• Can be unilaterally
withdrawn by IRS
• Partnership can
revoke PR; PR/DI
can resign

At least 270 days unless waived

Notice of
Proposed
Partnership
Adjustment
(NOPPA)
• Proposed adjustments
and IU
• Begins 270 day
modification period (or
longer if IRS consents)

90 days to file for
redetermination in court

Notice of Final
Partnership
Adjustment
(FPA)
•The FPA can be
rescinded with
partnership consent

45 days to elect
push out
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NOPPA
• Contains proposed adjustments and the IU computed to account for all
potential restrictions, limitations, and preferences
• IU does not take into account particular facts and circumstances of
the partners
• IU will generally be higher than the total tax that would have been
due if the adjustments were originally taken into account by the
partners in the reviewed year
• Must be sent on or before the later of 3 years after the date the return
or AAR is filed (or due date if no return is filed) except to the extent
Sec. 905(c) or waiver applies
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Modification
• Modification is the partnership’s opportunity to reduce the IU and account for
particular circumstances of the partners
• The partnership has 270 days from the date the NOPPA is mailed to submit
everything required unless the IRS agrees to extend
• The partnership will be required to submit organizational documents,
allocations, ownership and changes, the partnership agreement and will be
required to substantiate to the satisfaction of the IRS that the partnership is
entitled to modification
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Types of Modification
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Amended return/pull in
Tax exempt
Rate
Publicly traded partnership passive losses
Qualified dividend for RIC/REIT
Number/composition of IUs
Closing agreement
Treaty
Other
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FPA
• Final IRS determination of adjustments and the IU
• Sent no earlier than 270 days after the NOPPA is mailed unless
waived
• Unless 905(c) or waiver applies, the FPA must be mailed on or
before the later of:
• The later of 3 years after the date the return or the AAR is filed
(or the due date of the return if no return is filed)
• 270 days (plus any extension for modification) after all
modification information required to be submitted is submitted
• 330 days (plus any extension for modification) after the NOPPA
is mailed
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Push Out Election
• Rather than pay the IU, a partnership can elect to push out adjustments
to reviewed year partners
• The election is due 45 days after the FPA mailed
• Statements must be filed and furnished no later than 60 days after final
determination of the adjustments
• Reviewed year partners compute and pay the additional tax due as a
result of taking their allocable share of the adjustments into account, as
well as penalties and interest, in the reviewed year and the intervening
years
• The additional tax is due for the year the statement is received
(reporting year)
• Additional 2% interest toll charge
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Push Out in Tiered Partnerships
• By the extended due date of the audited partnership, each partner
that is a pass-through partner (partnership, S corporation, estate, or
non-grantor trust) must:
• Pay the IU or push out adjustments
• File an adjustment tracking report with IRS
• For purposes of computing the IU, all pass-through partners are
treated as partnerships and the owners as partners
• A grantor trust or disregarded entity is treated as if their owner is the
partner in the entity from which they receive the statement
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Push Out in Tiers
90 days to file for
redetermination in court
2018 Form
1065
filed

3/15/2019

NAP
NOPPA

FPA mailed
3/1/2022

Within 45 days
partnership makes
the push out
election

60 days to issue
statements to 1st tier

Final
determination
of adjustments
• If no petition filed,
adjustment year is
2022
• If a petition is filed
and the court’s
decision on the
petition is final on
2/1/2025, adjustment
year is 2025

1st tier
• Each pass-through
partner* in a tier must
file an adjustment
tracking report AND
pay or furnish/file
statements by:
• If 2022 adjustment
year, 9/15/2023
• If 2025 is adjustment
year, 9/15/2026

Note: A partner that is
itself a pass-through
partner is not required to
take these steps if the
pass-through partner in
which they are an owner
pays all IUs

*Assume all parties are calendar year taxpayers
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Polling Question #4
The push out election is made by:
A. Filing the election with the IRS within 45 days of the date of the FPA
B. Furnishing statements to each partner and filing a copy of the
statements with the IRS
C. Filing an adjustment tracking report with the IRS
D. A and B
E. B and C
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Choices Made by a Pass-Through Partner Receiving a Push Out Statement

C4

C3

C2

C1

B

A

P4

P3

P2

P1
Corporation
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Partnership

Individual
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Choices Made by a Pass-Through Partner Receiving a Push Out Statement

C4

C3

Scenario 1
• P1 makes a timely push out election, sends
statements to A and P2, and files copies with the IRS

C2

C1

B

A

• P3 files an adjustment tracking report with the IRS and
pays the IU based on its allocable share of the
adjustments on the statement

P3

• P4 is not required to furnish or file statements or file an
adjustment tracking report and C2 is not required to
take into account its allocable share of the adjustments

P2

P1
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• P2 files an adjustment tracking report with IRS,
furnishes statements to C1, B, and P3 and files copies
with the IRS

P4

Corporation

Partnership

Individual
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Choices Made by a Pass-Through Partner Receiving a Push Out Statement

C4

C3

C2

C1

B

A

• Same as Scenario 1 except P3 files an adjustment
tracking report with the IRS, furnishes statements to
C2 and P4 and files copies with the IRS

P4

• P4 must file an adjustment tracking report and either
send C3 and C4 statements and file copies with the
IRS or pay any IU resulting from taking into account
its allocable share of the adjustments, and C2 must
take their share of adjustments into account

P3

P2

P1
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Scenario 2

Corporation

Partnership

Individual
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Choices Made by a Pass-Through Partner Receiving a Push Out Statement

C4

C3

C2

C1

B

A

• Same as Scenario 1 except P3 does nothing. P3 will
be subject to penalties for failure to file the
adjustment tracking report and will be required to pay
the IU.

P4

P3

P2

P1
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Scenario 3

Corporation

Partnership

Individual
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Administrative Adjustment Request (AAR)
• A partnership subject to BBA amends their return by filing an AAR
• Must be filed within 3 years after the later of the date the return is
filed or the unextended due date if no return is filed
• Can’t file an AAR after IRS mails a NAP
• Partnership may either pay the IU or push out adjustments to
reviewed year partners
• Adjustments that do not result in an IU must be pushed out to
reviewed year partners
• Filing an AAR restarts the period of limitations for IRS to make
adjustments
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Preparing for the
New Rules
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Polling Question #5
Which of the following is a true statement?
A. All partnerships should push out the adjustments rather than
pay the IU
B. All partnerships should elect out of the BBA if eligible
C. BBA impacts each partnership differently; therefore,
understanding the partnership is the first step to thinking about
choices under the BBA
D. There is no way for a partnership to prepare ahead of time for a
BBA audit
E. A partnership representative’s authority is limited to what the
partnership authorizes the partnership to do
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2018 Tax Year Action Items
• 2018 return
• Determine eligibility to elect out, and if eligible,
determine whether to do so
• Partnerships that do not elect out must designate a
PR
• Review partnership operating documents, determine
whether changes should be made, and if so,
establish timing for the changes
• Gather information to streamline modification
request if selected for audit
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Is Election Out the Right Answer?
Election Out

No Election Out

Most of the audit burden on the partners

Burden on the partnership rather than the partners

Partnership not subject to potential tax liability

The partnership retains control of the audit and
resolution

The tax liability accurately reflects each partner’s
circumstances

BBA reduces the likelihood of partners having
different tax consequences for the same item or
transaction

More complex for IRS to have separate deficiency
audits of each partner

BBA reduces redundant requests for partnership
information

Audit rules more familiar and settled

Partnership can choose whether to pay the tax or
have the partners pay the tax
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Selecting a Partnership Representative
• Should the PR be a partner?
• Is there a management company or other trusted advisor that would make
a good PR?
• Is an independent third party appropriate?
• Is there a preference for a particular individual or does an entity PR make
sense?
• If an entity PR, what kind of input over the DI does the partnership want to
have?
• How will the relationship between the PR (and DI if applicable) and the
partnership be documented?
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Partnership Agreement - PR
•
•
•
•
•
•

Restrictions/conditions about who can be selected as PR
Limits on the PR’s authority (e.g., pre-approval for certain actions)
When the PR selection is made and how
Who within the partnership selects the PR
Whether a PR will be term-limited, and if so, how long
How changes to the PR (and DI if applicable) will be accomplished prior to
notification of the IRS
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Partnership Agreement – Other Considerations
• Election out
• Funding the IU payment
• Whether to have reviewed year partners indemnify adjustment year
partners for BBA costs (e.g., the cost of paying the IU, the audit, and
the push out)
• Push out election
• Whether to require partners and former partners to update contact
information to facilitate statements (for push out election or as
statement recipient)
• Whether to require all or some of the partners and former partners to
provide information/take action to facilitate a request for modification
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Preparing for Modification at Year-End
• The modification period is 270 days unless IRS agrees to extend
• This time can be short if information needs to be evaluated and gathered from
partners during an audit
• This is more complicated and time consuming in tiered structures
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Preparing for Modification at Year-End
• Analyze partner composition to assess potential applicability of modifications
• Are there individual or corporate partners that may be eligible for rate
modification?
• Are any partners tax-exempt entities, RICs or REITs, or publicly-traded
partnerships?
• Are there large partnership interests (either alone or in combination) so that
it may make sense to have them amend returns or pull in as a
modification?
• Are adjustments from particular transactions related to certain partners so
that composition of the IU modification may make sense?
• Determine visibility into upper tiers to evaluate availability of modifications
with respect to indirect partners
• Gather certifications and other information and document conclusions
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Due Diligence Considerations for Potential Partners
• Does the partnership agreement address BBA?
• Is there redress if an incoming partner bears the economic burden of an
audit for a prior year?
• Are there affirmative obligations related to BBA?
• Indemnification
• Update contact information even after leaving the partnership
• Participation in modifications (e.g., amended returns, pull in)
• Does the agreement address regulatory or other concerns that could be
impacted by a BBA audit (e.g., will modifications be requested for particular
types of partners like tax-exempt entities, REITs/RICs in the case of qualified
dividends, or treaty for foreign partners)?
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Course Summary
• All partnerships must consider the impact of BBA when
filing their return
• Is the partnership eligible to elect out, and if so,
should they?
• Who should be the PR?
• Review the partnership agreement and other
governing documents to ensure they adequately cover
BBA matters
• After the close of each year, consider preparing in case
of audit by understanding what modifications may be
available and gaining insights into upper tier partners
where possible
• BBA matters should be part of due diligence for
investment in a partnership
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Polling Question #6
Would you like a Crowe professional to contact you regarding the new
partnership audit regime?
A. Yes, please have a Crowe professional follow up via phone call
B. Yes, please have a Crowe professional follow up vie email
C. No, please do not contact me at this time.
D. N/A
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Thank You
Rochelle Hodes

Sarah Allen-Anthony

+1 202 522 8028

+1 574 235 6818

rochelle.hodes@crowe.com

sarah.allen-anthony@crowe.com

The information in this document is not – and is not intended to be – audit, tax, accounting, advisory, risk, performance, consulting, business, financial, investment, legal, or other professional advice. Some firm services may not be available to attest clients. The information is general in nature, based on existing
authorities, and is subject to change. The information is not a substitute for professional advice or services, and you should consult a qualified professional adviser before taking any action based on the information. Crowe is not responsible for any l oss incurred by any person who relies on the information discussed
in this document. Visit www.crowe.com/disclosure for more information about Crowe LLP, its subsidiaries, and Crowe Global. © 2019 Crowe LLP.
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Law and Regulations
• Law
• Bipartisan Budget Act of 2015 (BBA)
• Protecting Americans from Tax Hikes (PATH) Act 2015
• Technical Corrections Act of 2018 (Title II of the Consolidated
Appropriations Act of 2018)
• Regulations
• Final Regulations Election out (TD 9829; 1/2/2018)
• Final Regulations Partnership representative and elect in pre-2018
(TD 9839; 8/9/18)
• Final regulations post-technical corrections released 12/21/2018
• Doesn’t include basis and capital accounts proposed regulations
published 8/17/18
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Form 1065, Schedule B, Line 25
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Schedule B-2
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Form 8979
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